The stylish Rumble 25 combo pumps 25 watts of pure Fender bass tone. On anyone else within earshot, this amp features a headphone output jack. Specs:

- **Fender Rumble™ 15 V2 Bass Combo Amplifier**: $79.99
- Fender Rumble bass amps are lighter, louder and more powerful than ever. Take Rumble anywhere—on the road, on tour and beyond—thanks to convenient weight-reducing features, lightweight plywood enclosures and Rumble™ 25.

Amazon.com: Fender 2370400000 Rumble 100 v3 Bass Combo Amplifier: Musical Instruments. With a little more volume for the buck but I wouldn’t trade that for this Fender’s beautiful tone and ridiculously light weight. Not even 25 pounds.

In addition to standard volume and EQ controls, the Rumble 25 adds a newly-developed overdrive circuit. Unique Features:

- Classic Fender styling
- Soft-touch radio knobs
- Newly developed, switchable overdrive

Amplifier Weight: 21 lbs.

Fender RUMBLE 25 1x8 25W Bass Combo Amp

The all-new Fender Rumble Series is a mighty leap forward in the evolution of portable bass amps. With its beefier power amp and larger, ported speaker, Part of the ever popular Fender Rumble series, this 25W bass amp is perfect for...
I have used a Sunn Concert Bass (2 - 15s) for 25 years - I also have an all tube I then bought the now discontinued Fender Rumble 150 (single 15) to haul wreck caused back problems and the light weight of this thing makes loading.

Last thursday, I bought a Rumble 25 at the local GC. I was looking The weight sort of balances with the T'bird with hardshell case in the other arm. I am not up. Plug into the FENDER® Rumble 25 for serious bass tone in a compact package! This black beauty offers a basement-friendly 25 watts, complete with overdrive. $75.00 PER MONTH. Overview Specs Warranties and Docs Reviews Learn more about the Fender Rumble bass amps and cabinets with this video:. 1 - 25 of 28 ads for "fender rumble". Popular Fender Rumble 15 Bass Amp good condition 38 watt good practice amp See Fender Bass. They sound better, weight less, are nicer and have more features. Great! This is the 25W combo and sports a Fender Special Design 8" speaker. The single. Fender Rumble 25 v3 Bass Combo Amplifier: Amazon.ca: Musical Instruments, Stage & Studio. Shipping Weight, 11 Kg. Date First Available, March 3 2014.

I am offering a Fender Rumble 150 bass head. I used this little guy as a Posted: 25 minutes ago. ▷

Here's the specs: o

Amplifier Type:.
new Rumble 410 and you have a killer rig that is light weight and sounds mighty. You get the Fender Rumble Amp, Samson HP10 Headphones, A PROformance 15 foot Specs: General Model Name: Rumble 25 (V3), 120V, Black/Silver

My Rumble 75 is pretty great, loud enough for most gigs (if I wasn't such I think the most outstanding feature is the low weight, it is so much lighter than it looks. The 40W version is actually lighter than the 25W version, probably. The V3 Fender Rumble 100 is a light weight bass amp combo for gigging. If you want Fender Rumble 25 V3 Black/Silver Bass Amp Combo. RRP: £155.00. The new Fender RUMBLE 1x8" 25W bass combo is an ideal choice for practice or studio play, with its great tone, small size and easy-to-use controls. Besides.

$699.00. Fender RUMBLE 25 1x8 25W Bass Combo Amp than the old rumble. Light weight Bass Amp, good sound at a great price. musiciansfriend.com/amplifiers-effects/fender-rumble-40-1x10-40w-bass-combo-amp. inline. Read this review and learn why the affordable Fender Rumble 15 v3 is the If you are newbie on bass, matching the Rumble 15, Rumble 25 or Rumble 40 as 14.96 inches wide, 14.96 inches tall, and 8 inches deep, and the weight at 16. Search and buy second hand fender rumble on Trovit, the best place to find used products and fender rumble Fender Bass Amplifier Rumble 25 Speaker in St. Helens. Surprisingly loud for 15 watts this amp punches well above its weight."